
 

The shipments of chocolates & spices  was of 30 different consignee's who are the officials of other countries 

participating in the Olympics. We are the authorized agents in India from 2007 onwards for all their shipments to 

worldwide destinations.  

 

 

 

New Globe has always been one step ahead in handling  

different kind of  cargo.                           

 

Thought of the 

Month 

Branches : 

Dhakka | Chittagong 

New Globe 
“SIMPLIFYING LOGISTICS” 

Dear Valued Partners, 

Please find below our latest International Newsletter.  

It always is a pleasure to share some of our latest news with you.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New Globe Logistik 

Pvt. Ltd. 

Earlier we handled the shipments for China, U.S, Canada & African fairs where the spices board participated. And it’s a 

great achievement for us that we handled this Olympics related shipment too  and we delivered all  the shipments before 

the exact delivery date.  

 

New Globe Handles a Shipment to London Olympics 2012 

August 2012 

 

Branches : 

Delhi | Chennai | Bangalore | Kolkata 

| Jaipur |  Pune  | Ahmedabad |  

Tipurr | Cochin | Coimbatore | 

Kandia-Mundra | Tirvandrum | Nasik 

| Hydrebad | Trivandrum  

New  Globe  Covered  in the  news   

 
Unlike other emerging economies like China, Brazil and Russia, that are driven by trade, averaging over 22 per cent, the 

Indian economy is driven by domestic consumption and  trade accounts for just 12 per cent contribution to GDP. The 

reasons are many: India 

has a large population, increasing spends of the rising middle class, the nation’s young 

population (over 45 per cent are under 20) who would also be actively involved in the 

creation of wealth in future. Consumption drives the economy, and macroeconomic trends influence distribution….. ( Read 

More ) 

“Until you accept total responsibility - no matter what - you will not be able to put plans in place to accomplish your 

goals. “                         David Cottrell        

Head Office  : Khatau Building , Shahid Bhagat Singh Road, Fort, Mumbai- 400001  Email : newglobe@newglobegroup.com 

                                                         website : www.newglobegroup.com 

Other Related Stories 

 New Globe Handled Aston 

martin Car import & re-

export  
New Globe Exports lions to 

Prague Zoo.  

Logistics, the science of having the right thing, at the right place, at the 

right time  

New globe has 

handled all types of 

shipments from live 

animals for zoo’s, to 

sports cars for  F-

1racing & medical 

equipments for 

hospitals. This time 

new globe has 

handled a  

shipment for Spices 

Board of India , 

participating in 

London Olympics 

2012, they have a 

stall in the main 

venue for displaying 

various Indian 

Spices and 

Chocolates.  
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